Indoor or outdoor use and made to stick to rough and uneven surfaces like wood, stone, stucco, plaster, brick, and more.

**Colors:** White, Black, and Silver

**Width Options:** 1”, 1.88”, 2.8”

**UV & Weather Resistant**

Provides a waterproof backing and a flexible bond. Fix, patch, and seal almost any surface.

**Width Options:** 1.88”, 2.8”

**UV & Weather Resistant**

Ideal for applications in the field including duck blinds, tree stands, tent repairs, and more.

**Width Options:** 1.88”

**UV & Weather Resistant**

With a strong adhesive on both sides, this tape sticks to smooth and rough surfaces including carpet, rugs, flooring, wood, stone, brick, and more.

**Width Options:** 1.41”

**Water Resistant**

Provides a strong, waterproof bond that resists drying, cracking, & peeling caused by sunlight, heat, cold, & moisture. Made with incredibly strong, permanent butyl adhesive, this tape is the ideal solution for outdoor repairs.

**Width Options:** 1.88”

**Waterproof, weather resistant shell UV resistant**

Mounting items that need a long-lasting weatherproof bond. Holds up to 30lbs. Holds 1 pound per 2 inches of tape!

**Width Options:** 1”

**Weatherproof**

Crystal clear alternative to nails & fasteners. For projects where you need a clear finish. Holds 1 pound per 4 square inches of tape!

**Width Options:** 1”, 2”

**Weatherproof**

Instantly seals out water, air, and moisture. Use to patch holes, cracks, gaps, and tears, even under water.

**Colors:** Black & White

**Width Options:** 4”

**Waterproof**

Perfect for shipping, moving, and storage.

**Width Options:** 1.88” & 2.83”

**Moisture & Temperature Resistant**